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The exa~tingrequire'~e;as' demanded fr~m all wireless apparatus on board warships
resltlted in the design of a complete series of Naval Transmitters for use 01~all types

of naval vessels. -'

The power of these sets varies/rom So watts to tlte aerial to 4 kilowatts, and they arc
aminged for transmission on either C. W. or I.C. W.{'
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The most important featf4t'esof tlte transmitters are-

(I) Robust construction.

(2) Simpl~city of operation.

(3) Large Wave Range.

(4) Flexibility of powe,r..,:

(S) Const3ncy of wavelength.

(6) Safety in operation.'.';

k
~" A detailed account of the r':N.I transmitter whiclt 'possesses many points of interest
~!(inits design is given belOw. ','~'. . "
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~::rrHEtype T.N.I Transmitter has been de5igned as a moderate power compact~'f..L\lnit with a particularly easy control, and a considerable 'waverange trans-
V", mission can be effected on C.W. or I.C.W. over the whole of the wavelength
srange of 300 to 3,000 metres with a power of 3 kilowatts to the magnifier anode.
~,Thevarious combinations of~ondensers and inductances, I.C.W., note control, etc ..
~are operated from the front panel of the transmitter, together with suitable interlocks
.ffo prevent accidental damage whed under power. Here also are the instruments
{necessary to read the various filament voltages, feed currents, and high tension
:fvoltage. There are two separate A.C",single phase supplies to the' set; one for
,'lighting the valve filaments, and the' other for power.

Wi:!

~,\, Power to the transmitter/under keying conditions is very constant, since the
~absorber method of keying, is employed. The grid positive potential for the
'..labsorber, and the grid negative bias for the magnifier valve, are obtained from
;another but smaller: machine. '
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The valves, of which there are five' in number, ar~all visible and replaceable
from the front of the panel, being protected by metal screens. The removal of
anyone of these screens immediately shuts off the power. Sliding gates enable
access to be obtained for inspection purposes, the power be~ng similarly removed
when the gates are opened. .' .,

In order to study the transmitter in detail, its various circuits may be classified'
under four heaqs, as follows:- ;~ _ . .

(I) The rectifying system.
(2) The drive or master oscillator.
(3) The magnifier and aerial high frequency gear.
(4) .The absorber.

Taking thes~ in the order mentioned above :-

, ,

1.~ The Rectifying System.

A single phase SOQ-cycle350-volt supply from the m~in alternator is connected
through a power relay to the primary of the power transf9rmer-housed in the
transmitter-ind is then transformed 'up to approximately 20 kilowatts. Thus
there is a potential difference of 10 kilowatts between the ,centre point of the
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3:':"Ma~nlfier Valve and' A.erial Hi~h Frequency·Circuit •..
"""7 This valve serves to amplifY~,theoscillations set up on ,its grid by virtue ,of the
; drive coupling. Since, however,. the anode of this valve is supplied with high
P tension D.C., it would-but for the neutrodyne condenser-oscillate due to its own

r:. 'sclf-ca:pacityon some part of the wave-band. The function of this neutfodyne
\,'condcnscr is to set up an equal and opposite balancing voltage-the "bridge"
'{circuit thus formed being shown in the diagram below.
i . A pure grid swing provided by th,drive oscillator is therefore obtained and is

.;'thcn superimposed on a steady applied negative potential. The neutrodyne condenser
;adjustment, once found, need~ no alteration for change in wavelength. The aerial
~Systemis a direct load on the magnifier valve, and, as it is tuned to the drive, will
.',bseillateat the same wilVJlength. This is a great advantage where there are likely
to1bc fluctuations in the aerial constants due to aerial swinging, as no change inlthe radiated wavelength can take place. The anode feed current of the magnifier~,." , , .

4';
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" secondary which is earthed, and the ends of the secondary which are connected
'1, respectively to the anodes of the two rectifying valves (M.R.7.A.'s), each of which
:;: becomesalternatively conductive for each half cycle. This maintains the smoothing
:: system to which the valve filaments are connected at a potential of 10 kilowatts.
~,The smoothing system consists of an oil-cooled low frequency choke shunted to
+ earth on either side by a large capacity condenser. High tension D.C. is thus
'B.' available, capable of easily maintaining a normal output of 450 milliamperes. The
(:i smoothing ~ondensers are automatically discharged when the power is cut off,
) through a megohm leak, which serves also as a voltmeter resistance. In addition,
':i'a hand-operated shorting'device is fitted. '
.r 2_The Drive.
::"

i; The drive or master oscillator controls 'the wavelength and energy transferred
to the magnifier circuit.)tis Sodesigned that a simple four-position switch mounted

~+ on the front of the set; makes all th~ a,djustments to the high frequency circuits
/to cover the whole range. from 30~ to 3,000 metres the adjustment of the fine

"ift.,·.','" ,. , '.. ' . '. . " " .

'~graduations of wavelengths bemgeffected by means of a calibrated control, also on
the front of the set, which operates a variable condenser. ~The switch is so connected'

, that a change of position not only adjusts the coil tappings, but enables a variable oil
or air condenser to be useq. alternatively with a long or short wave inductance. It
also has a mechanicalloek which'only aliows the circuit to be broken, by the switch
at a given point where an electrical contact opens the power relay, thus rendering

:{ the circuits "dead. ': Ail the inductance coils are arranged astatically to prevent
fi.extraneous :coupling. due. ,to stray field. The high tension supply to the drive
-'i. oscillator valve-an M.T.~is reduced to a suitable value by a series resistance.
\ This resistance also serves as the absorber resistance in the anode of the absorber
\'valve.
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valve for normal position of anode tap should be approximately 300 milliamperes at
10,o00 volts. At this power the valve anode will be heateQ,to a bright" red," the
normal temperature for this type of valve. 'A three-position selector ,switch enables
any desired adjustment of tap to be obtained. A combination of fine and coarse
inductance taps controlled by two rotary switches, which' ~lso illsert aerial series
condensers, with a drum type variometer, makes it possible to tune to any desired
wavelength. The rotary switches automatically cutout the unused sections of
aerial inductance, preventing undue high frequency losses and voltage strain. An
aerial current indicator is situated adjacent to these aerial adjustment controls on
the' front of the panel. A mechanical device registers the number of variometer
turns in use, and special spring-buffers prevent the drum being rotated beyond
its limit. To obtain I.C.W. a motor driven interrupter makes and breaks the grid
leak and applied negative potential circuit of the magnifier valve at a speed depending
upon the note required., The valve ceases to oscillate d,uring the" break" period,
but is restored to a normal oscillating condition when the circuit is again completed.
A tapped motor field resistance allows variation of motor and interrupter speed.
Normally three note. frequencies are available-60o, 900 and 1,200.

4.- The Absorber.
The absorber valve plays the part of a switch, instantly transferring the load l

to the absorber system when not required in the high frequency circuits and vice
versa. This is accomplishedby means of a relay operated by the manipulating key,
which reverses the potential on the grid of the valve. Thus, when the key is closed,
the grid is made highly negative, the valve becomes non-eonductive, and the load
passes to the transmittipg circuits. When the key is' opened the grid becomes

positive, the valvlil highly conductive, and t.he lo~d is absorbed by the absorber
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.,' fl!sistancl!,which is adjusted so that the load is approximately equal to the trans
Ii" mitting load. Actually this resistance serves the dual purpose of absorber andt drive valve anode resistances, thus ensuring a: very clean cut off of aerial energy

. when the key is opened. The grid potentials required for the absorber and magnifier
valves are obtained from a potentiometer having an earthed centre-point, and

, excited by a small generator. An aerial calibration chart is supplied which gives
the actual adjustments for every 100 metres. These adjustments :vary with the

i, aerial in use, and tbe figures are therefore logged when the set is installed. An
~"'overload relay is provided, and is adjustable from the front of the set. Filament
, transformers, with variable resistances for adjusting individual filament voltages,
'are mounted on the panel. The entire set, with the exception of the machines and

switchboard, is S ft. wide,S ft. deep I and? ft. high overall.

, ." All machines are started by push button controls, the motors being usually
f~designed to run on the standard ship's mains, with a total input of 9 to 10 kilowatts.
, With the regulator provided for the power alternator it is possible to obtain very

fineregulation, from maximum power down to about I/60th full power, the regulator
being of the potentiometer type. - f'! .

'",. A suitable switchboard carries the necessary switches, meters and fuses for
:!,power, lighting, grid potentials' and relay circuits. The machine regulators are also
~! '. I
}:mounted here, the whole occupying only a small space.

J::t:.' ..

•;{,.:, A much simplified diagram of the high frequency circuits is shown above
.);WIG, 2).
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